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Motivation

Large efforts are made to address the heat waves (HW) in developed countries because of their devastating impacts on human health. This interest increased after the intense 
event over Europe during summer 2003. However, HWs are still understudied over developing countries. This is particularly true in West Africa, and especially in the Sahel, 
where temperatures recurrently reach critical values, such as during the 2010 sping season. Understanding the Sahelian HWs and associated health risks constitute the main 
objective of ACASIS, a 4-year project funded by the French Agence Nationale de la Recherche. 
Our work contributes to this project and aims at characterizing the Sahelian HWs and understanding the mechanisms associated with such extreme events.

Data and methods

We investigate HWs affecting Central and Western Sahel 
(13°W-20°E, 10°N-17°N; rectangular area in Fig1). 
This region is chosen because trends in HW occurrence 
are the highest. 

Two sets of data are used for this study:
- The Global Summary of the Day (GSOD) 
synoptic observations from 44 stations 
- The ECMWF reanalysis: ERA-interim 

Intrinsic properties of Sahelian HW are analyzed over 1979-2014 during boreal spring seasons 
(April-May-June: AMJ), the hottest period of the year in the Sahel.
HW definition
In dry tropical zone like the Sahel, a heat wave is detected when the heat index of the day (HImax) and 
of the night (HImin) exceeds the 90th percentile (T90) for at least 3.5 consecutive days (Rome et al. 
2015). This index combines temperature and relative humidity in order to determine the human-
perceived equivalent temperature (Steadman, 1979). T90 is computed over all days of the year to identify 
the strongest HWs impacting human health, one of the ACASIS program goal.
Hot days (HD) are defined in ERA-I on the grid-points belonging to the domain of the study (see Fig1).

HW characteristics

   Over the last three decades, Sahelian HWs tend to cover larger areas (see Fig2), become more 
frequent (see Fig3), last longer (see Fig4) and reach higher intensities (see Fig5).
ERA-I overestimate both frequency (see Fig3) and duration (see Fig4) of HWs and underestimate 
their intensity (see Fig5).

Fig1. Location of the domain of the 
study (the black box) and the 44 
GSOD stations (blue dots). 

Fig2. Percentage of the 44 GSOD stations 
facing a HW (in % computed as the ratio of 
stations in HW to the total number of 
stations).

Fig3. Time evolution of the percentage of spring 
HD (in % computed as the ratio of HD number to 
the total spring days per year) and linear trends 
over 1979-2014 for GSOD and ERA-I. 

Fig4. Time evolution of the mean duration of 
spring HWs (days) and linear trends over 
1979-2014 for GSOD and ERA-I. 

Fig5. Time evolution of the mean intensity of 
spring HWs (computed from HImax) and linear 
trends over 1979-2014 for GSOD and ERA-I. 

Mechanisms explaining the AMJ 2010 HW

  Spring 2010 HW is one of the warmest events recorded in the Sahel (see Fig2 and Fig3). To 
investigate the mechanisms responsible for this extreme event, the atmospheric energy budget is 
analyzed using ERA-I reanalysis fields.

The moist static energy budget can be expressed as: 

Where h is the moist static energy (h=cpT+gz+Lq),                        is the vertical integral of 
divergence of h, R is the net atmospheric radiation computed as the difference between the radiative 
fluxes at the top of the atmosphere and the surface, LH is the surface latent heat flux, SH is the 
surface sensible heat flux                

Anomalous moist-static energy convergence is 
found in the Sahel (see Fig8).
Strong flux-divergence is found over the Atlantic 
Ocean, suggesting that ocean was a major source 
of energy during AMJ10: the energy gained by 
the atmosphere over the Atlantic ocean flows into 
the Sahel contributing in temperature increase 
(see Fig8). 
  Fig8. AMJ10 moist-static energy anomalies 

(Wm-2). Positive (negative) values correspond 
to areas of anomalous energy-flux 
convergence (divergence). 

Fig9. AMJ10 (a) atmospheric net short-wave 
radiation anomalies and (b) atmospheric net 
long-wave radiation anomalies (Wm-2). 

Fig10. AMJ10 (a) surface sensible heat flux 
anomalies and (b) surface latent heat flux 
anomalies (bottom panel) (Wm-2). 

Fig7. Mean intensity of HWs as a function of 
mean duration and extent for GSOD (a) and 
ERA-I (b). For each bin, mean intensity is 
computed as the mean of HImax during HD 
averaged over 1979-2014  

Conclusions

- Over the last three decades, HWs become more frequent and have higher mean duration, extent 
and intensity.
- ERA-I capture well the observed interannual variability of HWs  at the regional scale. However, it 
overestimate both frequency and duration of HWs and underestimate their intensity. 
- The energy budget for AMJ 2010 intense HW is analyzed to investigate the respective roles of 
atmospheric dynamics, radiative and turbulent fluxes, in the establishment of such event.  It appears 
that the greenhouse effect of water vapor contributed strongly in AMJ 2010 anomalies, increasing 
the long-wave radiation radiated back to the surface. Atmospheric circulation played an important 
role by advecting the excess energy into the sahel. 
 

Short-wave radiation did not contribute 
significantly to the temperature anomaly in the 
Sahel (see Fig9a).
Long-wave radiation contributed largely in AMJ 
2010 HW: more infrared radiation is radiated 
back to the earth's surface in response to more 
abundant water vapor in the atmosphere (Fig9b).  
  

The net effect of turbulent fluxes is small due to 
the compensating effects of latent and sensible 
fluxes in the Sahel (see Fig10). 
Latent heat release through evaporation is high in 
the Atlantic Ocean. This results in more water 
vapor advected into continent (see Fig10b).     
  

- Short (3-7 days) and weekly extended (2-8 %) HWs occur frequently (see Fig6a), but have 
weak intensities (less than 52 degC) (see Fig7a).
- HWs with higher intensity (larger than 52 degC) last longer (more than 11 days) and/or cover 
large areas (larger than 10%) (see Fig7a).
- ERA-I under-estimate short and weekly extended HWs occurrence and overestimate the 
occurrence of HWs with large extent and duration (see Fig6b). 

Fig6. Percentage of spring HD as a function of 
mean duration and extent for GSOD (a) and ERA-I 
(b). For each bin, the percentage is computed as the 
ratio of HD number over 1979-2014 to the total 
number of days over the same period.
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